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ENG 231-001 /80630/ Global Literature Survey/ TR 12:30 pm-01:45 pm/ COMER 306/ Murphy, James L 
ENG 231-002 /80669/ Global Literature Survey/ TR 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 306/ Murphy, James L 
 
MODERN CROSSROADS  
 
This course will explore the work of poets and prose writers from the United States and Britain active since the Romantic 
Era.  Though from vastly different cultural backgrounds, these writers share a conception of bringing “modernity” into 
their works, as each one sought to update, dust off, and revolutionize the genre(s) of writing she or he practiced. Often 
met with resistance in their own times, these writers have achieved iconic, even heroic status in subsequent years, as 
they re-examined and re-framed discussions of gender, sexuality, race, and basic human identity that are still relevant 
and essential to our development today.  Authors include William Blake, Walt Whitman, T.S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, Zora 
Neale Hurston, Robert Hayden and Elizabeth Bishop. 
 
ENG 231-003 /80647/ Global Literature Survey/ MWF 10:00 am-10:50 am/ COMER 306/ Rickel, Jennifer A 
ENG 231-004 /80617/ Global Literature Survey/ MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am/ COMER 306/ Rickel, Jennifer A 
 
The Western Individual and Its Others 
 
What does it mean to be a ‘civilized’ individual in the West? How are such individuals valued as members of social and 
political economies, and how has identity developed in relation to a capitalist system? Through what class, race, and 
gender-based exclusions has this Western individual been defined from the eighteenth to the twenty-first centuries? 
What role has literature played in the construction of Western identity over the last three hundred years?  
 
The reading in this global literature survey reflects economic, political, and aesthetic ideals about the individual and his 
or her relation to society. We will study narrative techniques used to establish individual identity; projects of individual 
resistance to civil government and capitalist structures; modernism as a reaction to the alienation of the individual; and 
postmodernism as a way of rethinking normative structures that discipline the individual. All the while we will consider 
how representations of and by women and people of color relate to gendered and racialized norms in the development 
of the Western individual. 
 
ENG 231-005 /80623/ Global Literature Survey/ MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am/ COMER 208/ Rozelle, Hugh 
ENG 231-006 /80622/ Global Literature Survey/ MWF 12:00 pm-12:50 pm/ COMER 208/ Rozelle, Hugh 
 
  
 
The family is where we come from and never quite escape. It is the threshold of both identity and pain, a thorny body 
that has fascinated and troubled writers from the widest range of global perspectives and time periods. This section of 
English 231 explores the family in global literature, from murderous mothers to wrathful sons, hardheaded fathers to 
deceitful daughters. This class is a broad survey of Greek, African, Latin American, British, and Canadian literature 
designed to develop skills in literary interpretation, presentation, analysis, and discussion. We will communicate what 
we have learned orally and in writing to develop skills in literary interpretation, presentation, analysis, and discussion. 
This particular course is also designed to challenge students to think critically about the literary representation of family 
in global literature.   

COURSE MATERIALS 

* Achebe, Chinua.  Things Fall Apart                    * Euripides. Medea       
* McDowell, Michael.  The Elementals                * Shakespeare, William. King Lear 
* Shelley, Mary. Frankenstein                               * Márquez, Gabriel García. One Hundred Years of Solitude 
 
 
 



 
ENG 231-007 /82538/ Global Literature Survey/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ COMER 206/ Atwood, Emma K 
 
“The Best of All Possible Worlds: Utopian and Dystopian Literature”  
 
In this section of Global Literature, we will explore the imaginative and literary creation of utopian and dystopian worlds 
from the ancient Greeks to the present era, encountering a range of cultural traditions and literary genres along the 
way. Sample texts may include: Plato’s Republic, More’s Utopia, Voltaire’s Candide, and Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. 
 
ENG 232-001 /80668/ Global Literature Topics/ MWF 10:00 am-10:50 am/ COMER 208/ Webb, Samantha C 
 
Folk and Fairy Tales 
 
When we think of fairy tales, we tend to think of exquisitely animated Disney films filled with princesses in ball gowns, 
princes overcome with love at first sight, and cute, fluffy animals who sing happy songs to distressed heroines. Our 
Disneyfied image of fairy tales has arguably taken away from our collective awareness of just how complex, rich and 
downright weird these old stories can be. Folktales have been told and retold by ordinary people for centuries, long 
before the invention of writing and film. While we tend to identify them with children, their frequent violence and moral 
complexity make them challenging and immensely powerful reads for adults. They are not for children, and this is not a 
children’s literature class.  
 
This course will survey folktales from Europe, Africa and the Middle East. We’ll look at different versions of similar tales 
from many different eras and places, in order to determine what constitutes the main component of the genre, as well 
as its staying power. Since an understanding of folktales is impossible without an engagement with some of ways 
scholars have tried to understand them, we’ll also read some influential theories about them, such as those offered by 
Vladimir Propp, Bruno Bettelheim, Marina Warner, Claude Levi-Strauss, and Jack Zipes. 
 
Readings will be organized by theme, and may include selections from: 

Wilhelm and Jacob Grimm, Children’s and Household Tales 
Charles Perrault, Tales of Times Past 
Giambatista Basile, The Tale of Tales 
The Arabian Nights 
Giovanni Straparola, The Pleasant Nights 
Cinderella tales from around the world 
Anansi the spider tales from around the world 
Film: Pan’s Labyrinth 

 
ENG 232-002 /80649/ Global Literature Topics/ TR 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 206/ Inglesby, Elizabeth C 
ENG 232-003 /81491/ Global Literature Topics/ TR 03:30 pm-04:45 pm/ COMER 206/ Inglesby, Elizabeth C 
 
“Home Truths” - Literary Explorations of Intimate Space 
 
This course will examine the ways in which writers from a variety of traditions have conceptualized “home”--personally, 
regionally, and nationally--as a place, a state of mind, a locus of troubles, or a birthright to be embraced, celebrated, 
transcended, or perhaps even forgotten.  As we read works by Toni Morrison, Henry David Thoreau, Kevin Wilson, 
Marcel Proust, Elizabeth Bowen, Alison Bechdel, and others, we will also consider the impact of geography and 
architecture on characterizations of home across time and time zones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
ENG 232-004 /80629/ Global Literature Topics/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ COMER 306/ Beringer, Alexander J 
 
Introduction to Comics and Graphic Narratives 
 
Graphic Narrative is a general term for Comics, Graphic Novels, Manga, Hieroglyphs, Sequential Art, and Visual Poems. 
In recent years, cultural and literary critics have recognized that graphic narratives are more than just simple pictures or 
hollow amusements; they are a sophisticated medium with their own elaborate language and conventions. 
 
English 232 explores the history and theory of the exciting field of graphic narrative from the 18th century to the 
present. Primary texts include classics like George Herriman’s Krazy Kat, important historical works such as Rodolphe 
Topffer’s Monsieur Vieux Bois, international comics such as Herge’s Tintin au Tibet and Miyazaki’s Nausicaa, superhero 
comics including Ms. Marvel, as well as the newest developments in graphic novels like Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home and 
Eleanor Davis’ How to Be Happy. 
 
ENG 232-005 /81000/ Global Literature Topics/ MWF 12:00 pm-12:50 pm/ COMER 206/ Wear, Jeremy 
ENG 232-006 /82195/ Global Literature Topics/ MWF 01:00 pm-01:50 pm/ COMER 206/ Wear, Jeremy 

How to be a Hero: The Classical Epic and Its Legacy 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
What is a hero?  How has the idea of a hero changed?  How much do we owe our current-day understanding of heroes 
to the epics of the past?  Characters like Achilles, Odysseus, and Aeneas all share similar characteristics, but offer vastly 
different ideas of what it means to be heroic.  This class will examine how the epic poets Homer and Virgil construct the 
character of the hero, and how the intricacies of language offer us contradictory visions of the hero—flawed characters 
that teach us as much about human frailty and suffering as much as they do typical heroic qualities like bravery and 
courage.  We will complete the semester by considering how the heroes of these foundational works of literature 
continue to resonate even after thousands of years.  Required texts include Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey and Virgil’s 
Aeneid. 
 
ENG 233-001 /80610/ Honors Global Lit Survey/ TR 12:30 pm-01:45 pm/ HILLH HH/ Atwood, Emma K 
 
“The Best of All Possible Worlds: Utopian and Dystopian Literature”  
 
In this section of Global Literature, we will explore the imaginative and literary creation of utopian and dystopian worlds 
from the ancient Greeks to the present era, encountering a range of cultural traditions and literary genres along the 
way. Sample texts may include: Plato’s Republic, More’s Utopia, Voltaire’s Candide, and Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. 
 
ENG 261-001 /82196/ Intro to Creative Writing/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 307/ Murphy, James L 
 
INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE WRITING 
 
This course is the first installment in a three-part sequence available in creative writing.  We’ll begin with exercises, 
activities and readings that will help build an appreciation of the causes and effects of our words as we comment on the 
world around us.  Next, we’ll explore several genres of creative writing, starting with poetry, and then shifting into prose 
midway through the course.  Along the way, we’ll read the work of prominent contemporaries in the Best American 
Poetry and Best American Short Stories anthologies, and discuss what we find as readers who are also writers.  We’ll 
begin to conceive of creative writing as a process, and we’ll become acquainted with several varieties of contemporary 
poetry and prose.  In addition to the creative writing assigned for the course, students will be asked to write two short 
reviews of creative writing events and a review of a publishing venue for creative writing.  Writers at all levels of 
experience are welcome.  No prior workshop experience is required, though an appreciation of or openness to 
contemporary literary writing is strongly encouraged.  May be repeated for credit.  Limited enrollment.  Prerequisites:  
None. 



 
ENG 261-002 /82197/ Intro to Creative Writing/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ COMER 307/ Wurzbacher, Ashley L 
 
English 261 is a reading and writing-intensive course designed to introduce you to the genres of fiction and poetry and is 
the first of a three-part sequence available in creative writing. You will write in each genre and will also learn to “read as 
a writer,” analyzing the use of various craft elements by published writers, your classmates, and eventually, yourself. 
This course demands active participation in class discussion and a commitment to regular and extensive reading and 
writing. One of your goals in this class should be to figure out how to set aside a period of time almost every day that is 
devoted to your writing; you will keep a writing journal for this purpose. Through regular in-class workshops, you will 
learn to develop constructive and insightful responses to others’ creative work, and to accept and consider with an open 
mind the feedback you receive from your fellow writers. English 261 is a prerequisite for English 361 and 461 
(intermediate and advanced creative writing). 
 
ENG 300-051 /80665/ Introduction to the Major/ T 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 208/ Rozelle, Hugh 
 
Introduction to the Major 
 
This class is a prerequisite for all other classes in the major. It should be taken no later than a student’s junior year and is 
best taken before the junior year begins. The class is an introduction to how to read, write, and research in English 
studies; we will also explore career options and opportunities in the field. Students will learn: the basic vocabulary of the 
English major (critical terms and definitions); how to recognize and use some critical theory; how to close read 
effectively; how to use the library and electronic databases to research in the major; how to produce written responses 
to literary texts that involve close reading, the use of secondary sources, and strong, unambiguous arguments. Course 
materials include Barry, Beginning Theory; Gibaldi, MLA Handbook (8th ed.); and Poe, Complete Tales and Poems. There 
are 2 major papers in the class, an OED assignment, presentations, research assignments, and at least 2 annotated 
bibliographies. 
 
ENG 301-001 /82582/ The Arthurian Tradition/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ COMER 304/ Johnson, Valerie B 
 
The Arthurian Tradition 
 
This course will highlight key moments in the development of the trans-national and trans-temporal Arthurian tradition 
and legend, with a particular focus upon kingship and friendship. Texts will include chronicles, romances, stories, poems, 
and art from diverse periods including the Middle Ages, the Victorian era, and the twenty-first century. All readings will 
be in modernized English translations.   
 
The course is open to majors and non-majors. There are no prerequisites; students are advised to complete ENG 101 
and 102, and either be enrolled in or have completed Global Literature. 
 
ENG 302-001 /82672/ Special Topics Lang & Lit II/ TR 12:30 pm-01:45 pm/ COMER 302/ Mahaffey, Paul D 
 
Special Topics in Language and Literature II*  African American Satire: The Politics of Black Humor 
 
When considering the historical and cultural purpose of humor in the lives of African Americans, W.E.B. Du Bois wrote 
that humor is “a defense mechanism; reaction from tragedy; oppositions set out in the face of the hurt and insult” while 
James Weldon Johnson added that it is the “salvation of the American Negro”. Additionally, Langston Hughes observed 
that: “[h]umor is laughing at what you haven’t got when you ought to have it. Of course, you laugh by proxy. You’re 
really laughing at the other guy’s [shortcomings], not your own. That’s what makes it funny, the fact that you don’t know 
you are laughing at yourself. Humor is when the joke is on you but hits the other fellow first — because it boomerangs. 
Humor is what you wish in your secret heart were not funny. But it is, and you must laugh. Humor is your unconscious 
therapy”. What is common to all of the above quotes is the idea that the innate satirical quality of black humor, for 
African Americans, is critical to the formulation of what Du Bois called a “defense mechanism” and what can also be 
called a “coping mechanism” when it comes to navigating and surviving the debilitating circumstances generated by 



American racism and its characteristic economic, social, artistic, and political exploitation. The subversive plantation 
humor of slaves in the antebellum South, the intimate humor of stand-up comedians Dick Gregory, Richard Pryor, and 
Bernie Mac, the “masked” humor in the plays of Douglas Turner Ward, the subtle yet scathing humor found in the 
novels of Cecil Brown, John Oliver Killens, and Ishmael Reed, the politically incorrect humor of Aaron McGruder, and the 
Juvenalian humor of sketch comedy shows such as The Dave Chappelle Show and Key and Peele are examples of the 
cultural forms in which African American have used humor to undermine or dismantle persistent racist images of black 
life in white America. This class will engage and closely examine these forms, and others, of black humor through class 
viewings, discussions, and writings. The primary goal is a better understanding of why the historically stereotypical view 
of African Americans as a “happy and carefree” group of people, initially perpetuated in Southern cotton fields, is merely 
a cover for a culturally rich and intellectually subversive group who wields humor as a social weapon. 
  
*This class can be used as an elective in the African American Studies Minor or as a major elective in the English Major. 
 
ENG 305-001 /80643/ Intro: British & Amer Lit I/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 206/ Atwood, Emma K 
 
This course covers literature from the Middle Ages to 1660, with an emphasis on major trends and influential writers. In 
other words: welcome to “the canon.” While we will certainly read many heavy-hitters in this class, from Beowulf to 
Shakespeare, we will also be discussing these canonical texts with an eye towards cross-cultural encounters and 
challenges to centralized power. Come December, you will have achieved a deeper understanding of the way literature 
affects culture. 
 
ENG 306-001 /80646/ Intro To British & Amer Lit II/ TR 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 208/ Beringer, Alexander J 
 
American and British Literature Survey II 
 
A survey of British and American literature from 1660-1865, with emphasis on major trends, influential writers, and the 
transatlantic dialogue that emerged following the American Revolution. We will explore developments as writers 
responded to the exigencies of living in a world transformed by war, slavery, migration, industrialization, and the 
emergence of the United States and Britain as imperial powers. Our discussions will take us through major formal 
developments such as romantic poetry and the rise of the novel. We will also explore the ever-expanding array of ethnic 
and subaltern literature of this period. Three recurring motifs will help us organize our study: Conceptions of citizenship, 
depictions of the natural environment, and transatlantic circuits of intellectual exchange. 
 
ENG 307-001 /80609/ Intro to Brit & Amer Lit III/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ COMER 206/ Inglesby, Elizabeth C 
 
Intro to British & American Literature from 1865 to the Present   
 
In this course, we’ll examine poetry, short fiction, essays, and drama from three major literary periods, beginning with 
the Victorian and moving forward in time through the Modern and Postmodern eras in British and American literature. 
Along the way, we’ll discover accompanying artistic trends and connections between the social and political forces that 
characterize these time periods and the literary productions they inspire. 
 
ENG 310-001 /80655/ Literature for Children/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ COMER 208/ Webb, Samantha C 
ENG 310-002 /80861/ Literature for Children/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ COMER 208/ Webb, Samantha C 
 
This class looks at literature for children as a distinctive literary art form and as an aid to teaching in K-12. We’ll read 
some of the classics of children’s literature as well as some newer releases, along with picture books. A further goal of 
this class is to offer future teachers and English majors the tools for engaging children’s books from various critical 
perspectives, for locating the latest research in the field, and for thinking about issues around censorship and 
intellectual freedom. 
 



Priority registration is given to students in Early Childhood and Elementary Education, but students in other majors are 
welcome to sign up after the regular registration period, or with permission of the instructor. Please email Samantha 
Webb at: webbs@montevallo.edu 
 
Tentative reading list: 

Christopher Paul Curtis, Bud, Not Buddy 
Alex Gino, George 
Kevin Henkes, The Year of Billy Miller 
Amy Timberlake, One Came Home 
Neil Gaiman, The Graveyard Book 
Cece Bell, El Deafo 
Selected picture books 
 

ENG 361-001 /80608/ Intermediate Creative Writing/ TR 11:00 am-12:15 pm/ COMER 304/ Murphy, James L 
 
INTERMEDIATE CREATIVE WRITING:  CREATIVE NONFICTION 
 
This course is the second installment in a three-part sequence available in creative writing at UM.  The focus for this 
intermediate course will be creative nonfiction, a gigantic field of inquiry, comprised (compressed?) for our purposes of 
the creative essay, memoir, and writing of witness.  Though writing and workshopping original creative nonfiction will be 
the top priorities in this course, we’ll also increase our understanding of the traditions of creative nonfiction through 
engagement with a practitioners’ anthology, The Far Edges of the Fourth Genre, the handbook of a master, Mary Karr’s 
The Art of Memoir, and the latest edition of The Best American Essays.  Short essay reviews of a contemporary creative 
nonfiction title and of creative writing events are also required.  Limited enrollment.  Course may be repeated for credit 
(as topic changes) for a maximum of six hours.  Prerequisite(s):  ENG 101/103, 102/104, and ENG 261 or consent of 
instructor. 
 
ENG 380-001 /82559/ Advanced Composition/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 306/ Mwenja, Cynthia 
 
Advanced Composition (ENG 380) walks students through the academic writing cycle: identifying and researching an 
academic conversation, developing a stance in response to that conversation, drafting a conference-length paper, and 
then proposing to and presenting at an academic conference. By the end of the semester, students will be able to 
analyze texts and apply rhetorical principles in their writing. Students will also practice an effective expository writing 
process which includes research, invention, organization, drafting, revision, editing, and proofreading. 
 
ENG 405-001 /81005/ Studies in One or Two Authors/ TR 12:30 pm-01:45 pm/ COMER 206/ Johnson, Valerie B 
ENG 505-001 /81006/ Studies in One or Two Authors/ TR 12:30 pm-01:45 pm/ COMER 206/ Johnson, Valerie B 
 
Geoffrey Chaucer 
 
Geoffrey Chaucer (c. 1343-1400) is celebrated as the father of modern English, and his works are vital cornerstones to 
the study of literatures written in English. But Chaucer also embodied the ideal of the liberal arts: a broad reader in 
literature, history, and philosophy, and fluent in several languages, Chaucer navigated multiple careers, thriving within 
the dense bureaucracy of 14th century London or the intricate requirements of international diplomacy. The Chaucerian 
textual legacy is equally rich, touching upon translation, poetry, philosophy, and natural sciences. This course will survey 
the works of Geoffrey Chaucer through the lens of the liberal arts, and seek to connect the poet’s interests in travel, 
astronomy, history, spirituality, and humor to the history of English literature.  
 
ENG 412-051 /82568/ Studies in Poetry/ W 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 208/ Atwood, Emma K 
ENG 512-051 /82569/ Studies in Poetry/ W 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 208/ Atwood, Emma K 
 
In this course we will explore early English poetry from the court of Henry VIII to the English Civil Wars. Along the way, 
we will encounter everything from Shakespearean sonnet sequences to Miltonic epic as we discuss a variety of English 

mailto:webbs@montevallo.edu


verse forms. Thematically, we will focus on the social and collaborative nature of early modern poetry and we seek to 
better understand culture through literature. 
 
ENG 439-001 /81498/ Special Topics in Literature/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ COMER 306/ Mahaffey, Paul D 
ENG 539-001 /81499/ Special Topics in Literature/ TR 09:30 am-10:45 am/ COMER 306/ Mahaffey, Paul D 
 
Special Topics in the Literature of a Region, Culture, or Period – Environmental Sustainability in New Orleans Fiction*  
 
Geographer Peirce Lewis, in New Orleans: The Making of an Urban Landscape, calls New Orleans an “impossible but 
inevitable city.” It is a place surrounded by bayous, a place below sea level, and a place continuously threatened by 
hurricanes. In short, it is a place waging an eternal war with its natural surroundings, but these natural surroundings 
have won many more battles than they have lost. Craig E. Colton, in An Unnatural Metropolis: Wresting New Orleans 
from Nature, adds that “[k]eeping the city dry, or separating the human-made environment from its natural 
endowment, has been the perpetual battle for New Orleans”. Ever since its inception in 1718 by the French Mississippi 
Company under the direction of Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne de Bienville, New Orleans has been defined by various activities 
such as the building of a levee system and even re-directing the flow of the Mississippi River that reflect the desire to 
completely remove, or at least isolate as much as possible, the natural environment from the urban landscape. 
However, literature as early as the Creole poetry comprising Les Cenelles and the short stories found in Old Creole Days, 
reveal that if physical New Orleans is to exist, and if cultural New Orleans is to sustain itself in the cultural practices and 
memories of those who live there and those who visit, the natural environment from which it was formed must be 
acknowledged, respected, and embedded into its very being. This class will read a combination of poems, short stories, 
novels, essays, and other writings promoting this directive but also document the sometimes harmonious and often 
tumultuous relationship New Orleans experiences with its natural surroundings. The principal goal of the course is to 
formulate an understanding of why environmental sustainability, perhaps more than any other type of sustainability, 
has been, and still is, critical for New Orleans to maintain its sui generis status in the minds of those who have visited, 
and those who have yet to visit, its confines nestled in the bend of the Mississippi River. An optional part of the class is a 
field trip to New Orleans scheduled for October 18th to the 21st. This trip will coincide with the year-long tri-centennial 
celebration of the founding of New Orleans. 
 
*This course is cross-listed with ES 410: Special Topics in Environmental Studies and HNRS 409: Special Topics 
 
ENG 452-001 /82570/ Studies in Critical Theory/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 208/ Rickel, Jennifer A 
ENG 552-001 /82571/ Studies in Critical Theory/ MW 02:00 pm-03:15 pm/ COMER 208/ Rickel, Jennifer A 
 
Studies in Critical 
 
Do you want to be able to read theory… and actually understand it? Critical theory shapes the way readers engage with 
literature. Different theoretical approaches may lead to vastly different interpretations of the same work, exciting new 
analyses, and rewarding intellectual breakthroughs. But, theory can be really difficult. It can be intimidating to 
encounter a text that uses oversized words to weave together abstract ideas into what seems at first to be a series of 
endless knots. It can also be exasperating to sit silently as a fellow academic wields jargon that condescends rather 
communicates. In this class we will work together to learn specialized vocabulary and untangle complex theoretical 
ideas with particular attention to developing intellectual practices that value understanding and inclusion. We’ll discuss 
core concepts in literary criticism and dissect key representative works of theory to survey significant theoretical 
paradigms, including structuralism, deconstruction, feminism, queer theory, postcolonial studies, and more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ENG 457-001 /82671/ Professional &Technical Writing/ MWF 09:00 am-09:50 am/ MORGAN 101/ Chandler E 
* Cross-listed with MK 455- Technical Business Writing 
 
Technical and Professional Writing 
Appropriate for students interested in writing-intensive professions in both the humanities and the sciences, this course 
offers an overview of commonly encountered genres in both technical and professional writing, including memos, 
proposals, technical reports, and oral presentations. Students will learn to write with professional audiences in mind by 
considering principles of document design, flexible strategies for creating, revising, and editing technical and 
professional genres, and assessment strategies to improve writing skills. 
 
 
ENG 461-051 /81932/ Advanced Creative Writing/ W 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 307/ Wurzbacher, Ashley L 
ENG 561-051 /81933/ Advanced Creative Writing/ W 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 307/ Wurzbacher, Ashley L 
 
Advanced Creative Writing: The Novel 
  
This course will be a workshop-based seminar on the novel. We will read and analyze published novels and excerpts of 
student novels-in-progress, focusing specifically on the varied approaches writers take to structuring and handling time 
within the novel. This course will include a survey of venues for publication and the creation of a partial draft of, and 
tentative outline for, a novel. Prerequisite: ENG 361 or graduate student status (for ENG 561) 
 
ENG 472-051 /82572/ Literature from the Margins/ M 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 208/ Inglesby, Elizabeth C 
ENG 572-051 /82573/ Literature from the Margins/ M 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 208/ Inglesby, Elizabeth C 
 
Uncloseted Modernity: 20th and 21st-Century LGBTQ Literary/ Critical Perspectives 
 
Our course will examine literature that helped to revolutionize and redefine national and international views on what it 
means to be lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, transgendered, and queer in the modern and post-modern world.  We will study 
novels, plays, short stories, and poetry by such authors as Djuna Barnes, Christopher Isherwood, W.H. Auden, Tony 
Kushner, Audre Lorde, David Henry Hwang, Adrienne Rich, Rakesh Satyal, Alison Bechdel, Maggie Nelson, and others 
who have offered both insider and outsider perspectives regarding life on either side of the closet door. 
 
ENG 485-001 /80641/ Senior Sem: Capstone Course/ MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am/ COMER 206/ Webb, Samantha C 
 
Senior Seminar: Capstone Course  
 
In this capstone course for English majors, we’ll engage questions about the liberal arts and their place in our culture. 
Our readings will focus broadly on the issue of education: the kind that you’ve received here at UM, the ways various 
thinkers have theorized it over the centuries, and the ways careful, attentive reading – the “job” of English majors – can 
shift how we see the world in productive, potentially ethical ways. 
 
To engage these issues, we’ll take our time moving through key works, among which will be selections from Plato’s 
Republic, Percy Bysshe Shelley’s Defense of Poetry, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (which is turning 200 this year), and 
Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go. Our goal will be look at our texts from a diversity of perspectives, and in doing so, 
enrich and broaden our experience of them. As a student in the class, you will be expected to play an active role in 
finding out pathways for our inquiries by remaining attuned to the ways in which these texts speak to or challenge your 
experiences, as well as relate to the broad issues of our course. Assignments will be designed to foster and enhance 
reading and research skills. 
 
ENG 500-051 /82581/ Intro to Graduate Studies/ M 05:00 pm-07:30 pm/ COMER 206/ Beringer, Alexander J 
 
Graduate studies in English and the humanities provide a foundation for a variety of scholarly and professional pursuits 
because they offer rigorous training in innovative thinking, creativity, and communication. This course guides students 



through the challenges of pursuing graduate study in these fields and the possibilities offered by English and the 
humanities. In the first part of the course, students investigate the history and role of English and humanities graduate 
studies within universities, as well as the practical applications of these fields in non-academic settings such as 
government, business, and non-profit sectors. Then, we adopt an applied project-based approach: For the final project, 
each student will create a two-year plan for achieving an individual scholarly or professional goal such as gaining entry to 
a Ph.D. program, publishing creative writing, or attaining employment in a business or organization. From there, each 
student creates materials and develops networks in support of their individual goal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


